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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7050 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
Issues resolved 
 
19921: New actuator sizes are added to NR actuator with MaxFlo 4. These new 
actuator sizes are set as default for new MaxFlo 4 records. Users can toggle between 
new and old NR actuator sizes by using the ‘New NR Actuator Size’ check box in the 
Sizing screen.  
 
20388: Special class MaxFlo 4 valves are not available now.  
 
20557: A user reported after importing records with filtering, some records went 
missing; some got duplicated while other non-selected records were added to the 
database. This issue is resolved. 
 
20565: After clearing the overridden values of Sigma MR, overridden values are not 
retained now. 
 
20556: A user reported that for some process conditions on MegaStream, the 
overridden value of hole size was not changing calculated noise. This issue is resolved 
and decrease in hole size decreases the noise values. 
 
20554: The issue of not able to import the Mark One-X from old Performance! to 
Performance!Nxt is resolved. 
 
20553: The issue of ‘missing hole diameter’ in MegaStream is resolved. 
 
20522: A user reported that trim sizes were incorrect after importing POV records from 
old Performance! to Performance!Nxt. Also, the overridden values were getting lost. 
These issues are resolved. 
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20424: Rules are updated for bellows in FlowTop/FlowPro valve models. If ‘Shroudless’ 
design is selected, only Bellow Seal bonnet is available now. 
 
20410: The issue of MegaStream Retainers showing number of stages as 0 in Sizing 
screen is resolved. This issue was happening when a custom size record was changed 
to standard size. 
 
20387: For MaxFlo 4, pressure class selections are reduced for DIN valves at all Sites. 
For sizes 25 to 40, only pressure class PN 60 pressure class is available. For sizes 50 
to 150, pressure classes PN 16 and PN 40 are available. For sizes 200 to 300, pressure 
classes PN 10, PN 16, PN 25 and PN 40 are available.  
  
20351: All applicable diagnostic tests are now available for selection at PTH and MEL 
sites. 
 
20275: The function of Multi-Z cleaning stroke checkbox is restored. If this check box is 
de-selected and the solid size is bigger than calculated in one or more service 
conditions a warning is displayed. If this check box is selected, the solid size can have 
the maximum possible size independent of service conditions. 
 
20040: Rules are updated for Kammer DIN flange facing. If pressure class PN <=40, 
then flange facing is set to EN 1092-1 Form B1. If pressure class PN >=63, then flange 
facing is set to EN 1092-1 Form B2. 
 
20007: The selection of Cryo Ext. from 15” to 60” sizes is implemented as per the 
requirement. This selection is done based on body sizes and pressure classes. 
 
19953: A new value ‘Flow Ring’ for Seat Configuration attribute is added for Valdisk 
model. Appropriate rules for Seat Ring Material, Soft Seat Material, Seat Leak Test and 
Shutoff have been updated. 
 
19733: A user reported that upon hitting Calculate button, the gas flow rate values were 
deleted. This issue is resolved.  
 
19610: The customer notes, engineering notes and optional remarks are fetched 
properly by the report builder. 
 
18961: Access levels are defined for different users to control making any overrides and 
customizations on valve records.  
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18342: The High cycle actuator for Valtek Rotary cylinder actuators (VR-UHC) are 
enabled back for rotary valves. 
 
20197: The "Top light design" Handwheel is blocked for FlowAct actuator sizes 700 and 
701. 
 
19894: Performance!Nxt title bar displays the Data Source Name (DSN) information. 
 
19885: Product definition and additional rule are added for global rollout of Multi-Z. 
These updates are done for body coating, liner material, plug material, seat ring 
material and stem materials. 
 
0020516: The option to select packing materials for Survivor is added in the Sizing 
screen. 
 

 

 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7050 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


